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The Cold War in the 1980s and the Two Outlooks of International 
Order in Japan?s Diplomacy: Focusing on the Nakasone 
Administration?s Diplomacy toward China
Yutaka Kanda
In my book on Japan?s diplomacy in the 1960s, I argued that there were two diﬀerent types of out-
looks regarding the East-Asian regional order that Japanese politicians hoped to realize. One was the ?Ja-
pan?U.S.?China partnership? to counterbalance the Soviet threat. The other was the ?Japan?U.S.?China?
Soviet Union cooperation? to pursue détente between the East and the West. Adopting the same 
framework as the book, in this essay, I analyze Japan?s response to the changing international environ-
ment of the 1980s?the era from the ?Second Cold War? to the end of the Cold War?with a focus on the 
Nakasone Yasuhiro administration?s diplomacy toward China. Nakasone, who advocated the ?Japan?
U.S.?China partnership?, attempted to integrate China with the West and supported Ronald Reagan?s 
confrontational policy against the Soviet Union. After the U.S.?Soviet ?New Détente? started in the mid-
dle of the 1980s, the Nakasone administration adjusted its policies to approach not only China but also 
the Soviet Union. Foreign Minister Abe Shintaro, who supported the ?Japan?U.S.?China?Soviet Union 
cooperation?, played an important role in forming the administration?s Soviet policy. However, the Naka-
sone administration did not succeed in greatly changing the Soviet Union?Japan relations, partly because 
of Nakasone?s reluctance to approach the Soviets. As a result, the ?Japan?U.S.?China?Soviet Union coop-
eration? did not materialize, leaving tensions in East Asia as they were even after the end of the Cold War.
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